Abstract-We introduce a framework to study slotted Aloha with cooperative base stations. Assuming a geographic-proximity communication model, we propose several decoding algorithms with different degrees of base stations' cooperation (noncooperative, spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal). With spatial cooperation, neighboring base stations inform each other whenever they collect a user within their coverage overlap; temporal cooperation corresponds to (temporal) successive interference cancellation done locally at each station. We analyze the four decoding algorithms and establish several fundamental results. With all algorithms, the peak throughput (average number of decoded users per slot, across all base stations) increases linearly with the number of base stations. Further, temporal and spatio-temporal cooperations exhibit a threshold behavior with respect to the normalized load (number of users per station, per slot). There exists a positive load G , such that, below G , the decoding probability is asymptotically maximal possible, equal the probability that a user is heard by at least one base station; with non-cooperative decoding and spatial cooperation, we show that G is zero. Finally, with spatio-temporal cooperation, we optimize the degree distribution according to which users transmit their packet replicas; the optimum is in general very different from the corresponding optimal distribution of the single-base station system.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
E introduce a framework to study framed slotted Aloha with multiple, cooperative base stations. We assume a geometric-proximity communication model, where users and base stations are placed uniformly at random over a (unit) area, and the placements are mutually independent. At each frame, each user transmits its packet replicas at multiple slots, according to a degree distribution Λ, and is heard by all base stations within distance r from it. We develop and analyze several decoding algorithms that employ different degrees of cooperation across base stations (and across slots), namely: 1) non-cooperative decoding, spatial cooperation, temporal co- operation, and spatio-temporal cooperation. Spatial cooperation allows for interference cancellation across neighboring base stations and works as follows. When a base station decodes a user, say U i , at a certain slot, it informs other base stations that cover U i about its packet and its ID; subsequently, each of these stations subtracts the interference contribution from U i from its signal, which may reveal a singleton signal and allow the decoding of an additional user. With temporal cooperation, each base station performs successive interference cancellation (SIC) (see, e.g., [1] ) locally, across different slots in the frame, as, e.g., in [2] , [3] . Namely, when a base station observes a singleton in a certain slot, it decodes the corresponding user, say U i , and subtracts its interference contribution from other slots where U i was active, which may result in additional singleton slots (and additional collected users). With spatio-temporal cooperation, spatial and temporal cooperations are alternated over several decoding iterations. We establish several fundamental results with the four decoding algorithms. First, we show that, with all schemes, the peak throughput (expected number of decoded users per slot, across all base stations) increases linearly in the number of base stations m. Next, we establish with temporal and spatiotemporal cooperations that there exists a threshold G on the normalized load G (number of users per slot, per base station), below which the decoding probability asymptotically equals its maximal possible value-the probability that a user is heard by at least one base station. We characterize the threshold G in terms of the threshold H of the single-base station slotted Aloha with SIC [3] , where users transmit according to the same temporal degree distribution Λ. Namely, we show that G ≥ 1 4 H δ , where δ is the users' average spatial degree-the average number of base stations that hear it. Further, we show that, with non-cooperative decoding and spatial cooperation, the threshold G (δ) is zero. 1 Next, with spatio-temporal cooperation, we find closed-form expressions for the users' (variable nodes') and check nodes' degree distributions in the underlying decoding graph; based on the latter, we give an and-or-tree heuristic to evaluate the decoding probability. We optimize the users' temporal degree distribution Λ to maximize the threshold G
• that corresponds to the and-or-tree equations. The optimized Λ
• is dependent on δ and is, for very small δ's (of order 0.1), close to the single-base station optimal distribution in [3] ; for larger δ's-in the range of practical interest-the optimized Λ
• is close or equal to the constant-degree-two distribution in [2] . 1 In this paper, our focus is on the decoding probability and throughput, as in, e.g., [3] ; a detailed study of other metrics like delay and stability, e.g., [4] , is not considered here.
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Our framework is inspired by machine-to-machine (M2M) communications in upcoming mobile cellular networks (such as long-term evolution-LTE and advanced LTE: LTE-A), where a massive amount of IP-enabled devices seek access to a randomly deployed small-cell network. The proposed spatial and/or temporal interference cancellation is compatible with the LTE architecture where the neighboring cells are mutually inter-connected (see, e.g., X2 interface in LTE/LTE-A [5] ). Upcoming trends such as Cloud Radio Access Networks (C-RAN) are also compatible with our proposal.
We now review the literature to help us further contrast our work from the existing work. Slotted Aloha has been proposed in the 70s, [6] . With (framed) slotted Aloha [7] , at each frame, each user transmits in one randomly selected slot. Reference [8] proposes a protocol where each user transmits in two randomly selected slots per frame. [9] proposes a generalized slotted Aloha protocol where each user can be in two possible states, depending on whether its last packet transmission was decoded or not. Each user transmits in the next slot with a certain probability that depends on its current state. The paper obtains throughput bounds for cooperative users and explores the tradeoff between throughput and short-term fairness. Reference [2] significantly increases the achievable throughput with respect to standard slotted Aloha by incorporating the SIC mechanism into the protocol. Reference [3] (see also [10] , [11] ) demonstrates that the protocol in [2] is equivalent to the graphpeeling decoding of LDPC (low density parity check) codes over erasure channel (see, e.g., [12] ) and exploits this analogy to improve the throughput. In [13] , the authors propose a spreadspectrum based random access with packet-oriented window memory-based SIC. [14] proposes and analyzes an un-slotted Aloha protocol with SIC and shows its high performance in terms of packet loss ratio (PLR) and throughput. Reference [15] further enhances [14] by incorporating a mechanism to resolve partial packet collisions. In [16] , the authors propose and analyze a novel asynchronous evolution of the scheme in [2] ; the scheme improves over [2] , and, differently from [14] , [15] , it operates asynchronously at the frame level as well. [17] , [18] achieve high throughputs via the frameless Aloha protocol by exploiting the analogy with rateless codes, while [19] analyzes frameless Aloha with capture effect. [20] further enhances the protocol in [2] by utilizing 3-5 packet replica transmissions, and by exploiting power unbalance and capture. Recently, in [21] , the authors give a comprehensive analytical framework for slotted random access with and without SIC; the framework accounts for capture effect and accurately predicts random access performance-both in terms of PLR and throughput. Finally, [22] considers Aloha with SIC and compressed sensingbased multi-user detection at the physical layer. Current paper is related to the above works in that it incorporates the SIC into random access protocols, but it differs from them by considering multiple, cooperative base stations (as opposed to the single base station systems in [2] , [3] , [13] , [16] - [19] , [21] , [22] ).
Random access schemes with multiple receivers (or base stations) have been studied, e.g., in [23] - [25] . [23] studies the capture effect with multiple antennas in the presence of fading and shadowing. [24] assumes independent on-off fading across different user-receiver pairs and derives analytically the decoding probability, when each receiver works in isolation from other receivers. Our work is different from the above works, as it considers a different, geometric communication model, and also incorporates inter-base station cooperation. [25] considers multi-receiver, non-adaptive, slotted Aloha; they assume a geographic-proximity model that resembles ours. A difference from our paper is that [25] does not consider spatial nor temporal cooperations. Closest to this paper is [26] which presents simulated system performance of the scheme proposed in [13] in a realistic, S-band, mobile satellite multibeam scenario. The authors introduce, independently of our work [27] - [29] , an inter-receiver (inter-gateway) SIC, as we do here. However, they are not concerned with providing any analytical results. Finally, with respect to our work [27] - [29] , current paper contributes with several new results, including optimization of the users' temporal degree distributions, comparison with single-base station degree distributions proposed in the literature, e.g., [2] , [3] , and considerations of several physical layer aspects (See Section VI).
It is worth noting that, generally, interference cancellation across different base stations has been previously considered in the literature, in contexts different than random access, e.g., TDMA (time division multiple access) and CDMA (code division multiple access), see, e.g., [30] - [32] , and references therein. For example, [30] considers TDMA cellular systems and proposes a belief-propagation-type decoding for a 2-dimensional Wyner model. With respect to the above works, our work contrasts by the following. While the literature usually assumes Wyner-type (grid) communication models, our model is a geometric random model. Consequently, the underlying decoding graphs are very different-grid graphs versus random geometric graphs. Further, we consider random access, while the other works usually consider TDMA or CDMA systems.
Paper Organization: The next paragraph introduces notation. Section II explains the model that we assume and gives preliminaries needed for subsequent analysis. Section III presents our four decoding algorithms. In Section IV, we analyze the algorithms' performance. Section V performs numerical optimization of the users' temporal degree distribution with spatio-temporal cooperation and provides simulation studies. Section VI includes a discussion about assumptions made in the paper and about physical layer issues. Finally, we conclude in Section VII. The remaining proofs can be found in the supplementary material an extended version of this paper [33] .
Notation: We denote by: 
]} the ring centered at q with inner radius s 1 and outer radius s 2 ; S 1 \ S 2 the set difference between the sets S 1 and S 2 ; |S| the cardinality of set S; 1 E the indicator of event E; P, E, and Var the probability, expectation, and variance operators, respectively; and ı the imaginary unit.
II. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces the system model that we assume and gives preliminaries needed for the presentation of our algorithms and results. Section II-A explains the model, while Section II-B reviews single-base station slotted Aloha with and without (temporal) SIC. Finally, Section II-C introduces performance metrics that we study.
A. System Model
We consider framed slotted Aloha with n users, m base stations, and τ slots per frame. (The number of users n is fixed.) Let U i denote user i, i = 1, . . . , n, and B l base station l, l = 1, . . . , m. The normalized load G = n/(τ m) equals the number of users per base station, per slot. We assume that base stations are synchronized, in the sense that their slots are aligned in time, have equal duration, and there is an equal number of slots (equal τ ) at each base station. Henceforth, there are t = 1, . . . , τ system-wide slots, at each frame.
Transmission Protocol and Communication Model: At each frame, each user U i transmits several replicas of the same message; each U i 's message contains its information packet, its unique ID, and the pointer to all the slots at which U i transmits in a given frame. 2 If U i transmits at a certain slot t, we say that it is active at t. Different users transmit mutually independently, each transmitting according to a degree distribu-
where Q i is the users' temporal degree, i.e., the number of slots per frame at which U i transmits. User U i transmits as follows. It generates a sample Q i from distribution Λ; if Q i = s, then U i transmits in s uniformly randomly selected slots. Denote by
s=1 sΛ s the users' average temporal degree. We assume that, whenever U i transmits, it is heard by all base stations within distance r from it; likewise, each station B l hears a superposition of the signals of all active users within distance r from it. (See Fig. 1 , the top four figures-top left, for a system illustration.) If U i and B l are within distance r, we say they are adjacent.
Placement Model: All users and base stations are placed over a unit square A := B ∞ (0, 1/2).
3 Each user U i is placed uniformly at random over A. We denote by u i ∈ A the random placement of U i . Each base station B l is positioned at a random location b l , generated uniformly at random over A. All the placements, u i , i = 1, . . . , n, b l , l = 1, . . . , m, are mutually independent, and they are fixed during each frame. We distinguish two types of users' and base stations' placements: 1) nominal placements, that fall within A o,r := B ∞ (0, 1/2 − 2r); and 2) boundary placements, within ∂A := A \ A o,r , r ≤ 1/4. We let δ := mr 2 π. The quantity δ equals the average number of base stations that hear a nominally placed user. We refer to δ as the users' average spatial degree. (See also ahead Section III for the graph representation of the system.) We present our decoding algorithms in Section III. Throughout the paper, we assume that a user U i is decoded if it is decoded by at least one adjacent base station; if the latter occurs, we say that U i is collected by the system. For a fixed user U i , we denote by P(U i coll.) the probability U i is collected. Note that 1 − P(U i coll.) equals the packet loss ratio (PLR); see, e.g., [2] , [3] , [14] .
B. Single Base Station Systems
One of our goals is to examine the throughput gains of each decoding algorithm when multiple (m) base stations are introduced, as opposed to standard single-base station systems. Hence, for future comparisons, we briefly describe two standard single base station systems: 1) slotted Aloha; and 2) slotted Aloha with (temporal) SIC, [3] . With both systems, the time slots are framed, the base station is placed at the center of the region, and its radius r is large enough to cover all users. For both systems, we let H be the load-total number of users divided by the total number of slots within each frame. With slotted Aloha, each user transmits its message (containing its information packet) in one uniformly randomly selected slot within the frame. Base station decodes a user at a certain slot if and only if it observes a singleton (exactly one user transmitted at the slot). Asymptotically, 4 the decoding probability P(U i coll.) is exp(−H), the throughput (expected number of collected users per slot) is H exp(−H), and the peak throughput is 1/e-achieved at H = 1.
Regarding slotted Aloha with temporal SIC [3] , users transmit their messages in multiple slots according to a distribution Λ, and each user transmits independently from other users. Each message of each user contains the information packet and the list of all slots where the user transmits. After all transmissions within the frame are completed, the base station performs an iterative decoding as follows. At iteration s, it checks whether there are any singleton slots. If there are singleton slots, the base station selects one of them, say slot t, collects a user, say U i , and recovers the U i 's list of its remaining activation slots. Subsequently, the base station subtracts the interference contribution of U i in each remaining U i 's activation slot. 5 Note that this operation may reveal additional singleton slots. Subsequently, the base station proceeds to the next iteration and looks for the singleton slots. The iterations continue until the base station observes no singleton slots. The decoding probability P(U i coll.) with this scheme asymptotically exhibits a threshold behavior. Denote by ρ(H) the asymptotic decoding probability at load H. 6 There exists a strictly positive load H , defined as the largest load H such that ρ(H) = 1, ∀H ≤ H . (This should be contrasted with the standard slotted Aloha, where the decoding probability is exp(−H) and is strictly below one for arbitrarily small H.) The corresponding (asymptotic) peak throughput can be made arbitrarily close to 1, see [35] , [36] . For arbitrary load H, asymptotic values of decoding probability and throughput are not given in closed form, but can be evaluated via and-or-tree formulas; see [3] for the details.
C. Performance Metrics
We will usually be interested in the asymptotic setting, defined as follows. The number of: users n, base stations m = m(n), and slots τ = τ (n) all converge to infinity, and the communication radius r = r(n) goes to zero, such that the 4 The asymptotic setting is such that the number of users and the number of slots both grow to infinity, but their ratio (load) converges to a positive constant H. 5 More precisely, base station reconstructs the waveform that corresponds to the U i 's information packet and subtracts it from the signal waveforms that correspond to each remaining U i 's activation slot. 6 The asymptotic setting is as follows. Fix the number of decoding iterations to s, the number of nodes n, the number of slots τ = τ (n), and n = Hτ (n), ∀n. Then, ρ(H) is defined as lims→∞ limn→∞ P(U i coll.).
users' average spatial degree mr 2 π → δ, and the normalized load n/(τ m) → G, where δ and G are positive constants. (We assume that, when τ → ∞, s max in the users' temporal degree distribution Λ = (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ s max ) remains finite.) Throughout, when we state that a certain result holds asymptotically, it is in the sense of the above setting.
Denote by P(U i cov.) the probability that a user is covered by at least one base station. Clearly, this is the probability that the U i 's spatial degree is strictly greater than zero, and equals asymptotically 1 − exp(−δ).
7 Also, it is clear that, for any decoding algorithm, we must have P(U i coll.) ≤ P(U i cov.). Throughout the paper, we restrict to the range of δ's that ensure a prescribed 1 − coverage requirement, where > 0 is a small constant; that is, given a 1 − coverage requirement, we let δ ≥ ln(1/ ).
Expected fraction of collected users is given by:
) is the probability that arbitrary fixed user is collected, and the above equality holds by the users' symmetry. Normalized throughput equals the expected number of collected users per base station, per slot:
Peak (normalized) throughput is the throughput maximized over all loads:
We define the threshold load G (δ) as the maximal normalized load G for which P(U i coll.) is still at the maximal possible value 1 − exp(−δ) (i.e., PLR is still minimal possible, equal to exp(−δ)), asymptotically:
If, for a certain decoding algorithm, it holds that P(U i coll.) is less than 1 − exp(−δ) for any (arbitrarily small) positive G, we define G (δ) = 0.
III. DECODING ALGORITHMS
We now present four decoding algorithms: 1) noncooperative decoding; 2) spatial cooperation; 3) temporal cooperation; and 4) spatio-temporal cooperation. With the first two decodings, we assume that users transmit in one uniformly randomly chosen slot per frame, i.e., Λ 1 ≡ 1; with the latter two decodings, users transmit according to a distribution Λ. Throughout, we assume: 1) perfect packet replica decoding whenever a base station observes a singleton; and 2) perfect interference cancellation (both across slots and across base stations), and perfect packet replica decoding whenever cancelling the interference reveals a singleton.
Non-cooperative decoding is decoupled across slots; at each slot t, each station B l collects a user U i if and only if U i is the only active user among the adjacent users of B l . An example is shown in Fig. 1 , the four top figures. We can see that non-cooperative decoding collects one user-adjacent to three base stations.
Spatial cooperation exploits the SIC mechanism across neighboring base stations. Whenever a base station detects a singleton and collects a user, say user U i , it sends the U i 's message to all the other base stations that cover U i . This allows for eliminating the contribution of U i in every superposition signal that contains U i and can therefore generate new singletons and new decoded users through an iterative recovery procedure. We assume that, at the beginning of decoding, each base station knows for each of its adjacent users U i its ID, as well as which other base stations cover U i . (See also Section VI.) This information can be acquired beforehand, e.g., through an association procedure. Also, we assume that any two base stations that have a common user can communicate via a dedicated link. Hence, no global (system-wide) knowledge or communication is necessary; a base station needs only the information from the system elements (users and base stations) that are physically close. Further, inter-base station communications are assumed to be inexpensive system resources. We now present decoding with spatial cooperation. It is decoupled across slots, i.e., one decoding algorithm is run after each time slot t. We henceforth focus on a single, fixed slot t. Decoding is iterative, and base stations operate over decoding iterations s in synchrony. We set the maximal number of iterations to m. Namely, it can be shown that the algorithm does not progress further after m iterations are performed, i.e., iterations s > m do not yield additional collected users. (See ahead paragraph with heading Graph representation of decoding for an explanation why this is the case.) Each station B l maintains over s a signal z l = z l (s) that serves as a current superposition signal. One iteration of decoding at B l is given in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 One Iteration of Decoding
Graph Representation of Decoding:
Decoding at slot t can be represented via evolution of a bipartite graph G over iterations s. At iteration s = 0, the graph G is initialized to graph G 0 , defined as follows: G 0 's set of variable nodes is the set of all active users at slot t; its set of check nodes is the set of all base stations; and the set of links is the set of all pairs (B l , U i ), such that B l and U i are adjacent-lie within distance r (and U i is active). At iteration s, G changes as follows. Visit all check nodes (in parallel), and remove from G all the check nodes with degree one. Also, remove all their incident edges, all their adjacent variable nodes, as well as the adjacent variable nodes's incident edges. See Fig. 1 , top four figures: the top right figure shows an example of the initial graph G 0 , and top right and bottom show the evolution of G along iterations s. It is easy to see that the algorithm terminates after at most m iterations. Namely, at each iteration s, either at least one base station node is removed, or the algorithm terminates at t. Therefore, at most m iterations can be performed.
Degree Distributions in G 0 : For subsequent analysis of noncooperative decoding and spatial cooperation, it is useful to determine the users' degree distribution in G 0 . Denote by D i the U i 's spatial degree, i.e., the number of its adjacent base stations in G 0 . Let
It is easy to show that:
In the asymptotic setting (See Section II-C), when mr 2 π → δ, δ > 0, we have that the boundary placements' effect vanishes, and:
. . That is, the users' (spatial) degree distribution in G 0 is asymptotically a Poisson distribution with parameter δ. Similarly, it is easy to show that a base station B l 's degree distribution in G 0 is asymptotically Poisson with parameter δG, i.e., the probability that B l is adjacent to d users converges to: e
Temporal cooperation utilizes the temporal SIC mechanism but is decoupled across base stations. Decoding at each frame is performed at the end of the frame (after users finish their transmissions). Each base station runs, independently from other base stations, the standard (temporal) SIC over its (local) slots; see Section II-B. A user U i is then collected if and only if it is collected after the SIC decoding at (at least) one of its adjacent base stations.
Spatio-temporal cooperation utilizes SIC both locally, across individual base stations' slots, and also across the neighboring base stations. Each base station B l , over decoding iterations, interleaves the following two steps: 1) standard SIC over its local slots until there are no more singleton slots (temporal cleaning), and it subsequently sends the decoded users' messages to the base stations that share these users; and 2) for each received user U i , it cleans the U i 's contribution at each of the U i 's activation slots (spatial cleaning). The iterative decoding algorithm is done after all transmissions within the frame are completed and is done as follows. was active, which we symbolize as z l,t ← z l,t − U (k) . Set s ← s + 1 and go to step 1.
We represent spatiotemporal cooperative decoding via evolution of a bipartite graph H over iterations s. At s = 0, H is initialized to H 0 , defined as follows: H 0 's set of variable nodes is the set of all users; the set of check nodes is the set of all pairs (B l , t), l = 1, . . . , m, t = 1, . . . , τ; and the set of edges is the set of all pairs (U i , (B l , t) ), such that U i and B l are adjacent (within distance r), and U i transmits at slot t. Graph H evolves over iterations according to Algorithm 2. See Fig. 1 , the bottom four figures, for an example of graph H's evolution over iterations s.
Degree Distributions in H 0 : For subsequent analysis of spatio-temporal cooperation, it is useful to determine the users' (variable nodes') and check nodes' degree distributions. Denote by Z i the degree of U i (arbitrary variable node) in H 0 , and recall the U i 's temporal degree Q i , and the U i 's spatial degree D i . Since all placements are fixed during the frame, whenever active, U i is heard by the same set of base stations. Therefore, Z i = D i Q i . We do not pursue here directly the degree distribution, i.e., we do not evaluate P( 1] . This is the asymptotic node-oriented users' degree distribution. We will also need the edge-oriented distribution γ(x) = Γ (x)/Γ (1), e.g., [37] . A straightforward calculation shows that:
where we recall that
s=1 sΛ s . It can be shown (see [28] ; see also, e.g., [3] ) that the (edge-oriented) degree distribution χ(x) for arbitrary fixed check node (B l , t) is asymptotically:
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS This Section states our results on the four decoding algorithms: non-cooperative (Section IV-A), spatial cooperation (Section IV-B), temporal cooperation (Section IV-C), and spatio-temporal cooperation (Section IV-D).
A. Non-Cooperative Decoding
We first introduce certain auxiliary variables that play an important role in determining the performance of noncooperative decoding. Let q 1 , . . . , q k be the points generated uniformly at random (mutually independently) in the unitarea ball
Further, denote by μ k the probability distribution of α k . Clearly, α 1 equals one with probability one, and μ 1 is the delta distribution centered at one. Also, it is easy to see that, for any k, α k ≤ 4, with probability one. It is also clear that the means α k are increasing in k, and lie between 1 and 4. Quantities α k 's can be obtained using Monte Carlo simulations [27] . In Theorem 1, we characterize the decoding probability P(U i coll.) for both finite and asymptotic regimes.
Theorem 1 (Non-Cooperative: Decoding Probability): Consider non-cooperative decoding. Then:
(a) For 0 < r ≤ 1/4:
o,r ), and equals:
(b) Asymptotically, we have:
Proof of Theorem 1 is in [33] . We first comment on the structure of the results. The integrals
in (4) converge to the integrals
, and hence, as → 0 in the asymptotic setting, one can obtain the limit in (5) from (4) . Obtaining the exact result with the alternating sum in (4) is non-trivial and is obtained here using the inclusion-exclusion principle (See [33] ). Also, note that, at G = n/(τ m) = 0 (number of users n grows to infinity slower than τ m), P(U i coll.) equals the maximal possible value 1 − exp(−δ) asymptotically.
In practice, for m of order 50 or larger, the difficultto-compute formula (5) can be approximated via the following easy-to-compute formula (see also [27] ):
−α k δG , where recall α k is the mean of the distribution μ k which can be estimated through Monte carlo simulations. We remark that the α k 's need to be estimated only once. Once we obtain them, they can be used for any set of system parameters n, m, τ, r. The quantity k max should be large enough relative to δ; e.g., k max ≥ 5δ. We proceed by establishing the achievable maximal peak throughput, maximized over all δ's that ensure (1 − )-coverage.
Corollary 2 (Non-Cooperative: Peak Throughput): Assume that the system has the 1 − coverage. Then, the quantity T ≥ Proof: Suppose that δ ≥ ln(1/ ), i.e., the -coverage holds. From Theorem 1, we have that, asymptotically,
we obtain:
δe . The latter quantity is a decreasing function of δ, and hence its maximum is attained at the minimal δ = ln(1/ ); substituting the latter value of δ in T (δ), the result follows.
From Theorem 1, we can easily obtain that the threshold load G (δ) is zero with the non-cooperative decoding.
Corollary 3 (Non-Cooperative: Threshold Load):
The threshold load G (δ) = 0. The decoding probability decreases at G = 0 from the value 1 − exp(−δ) with the negative slope equal in magnitude to δ
The result follows by differentiating (more precisely, by taking the right derivative of) the sum in (5) with respect to G, and setting G = 0.
B. Spatial Cooperation
We now turn our attention to spatial cooperation. By construction of the non-cooperative and spatial algorithms, it is clear that the decoding probability of spatial cooperation is greater than or equal the decoding probability of the noncooperative decoding. Hence, the non-cooperative decoding probability is a lower bound on the spatial algorithm's decoding probability. In Lemma 4, we devise an upper bound on the spatial algorithm's decoding probability. The bound may be loose for larger G's, but it allows for establishing the threshold load G (δ) with spatial cooperation. Proof of Lemma 4 is in [33] .
Lemma 4 (Spatial Cooperation: Decoding Probability Upper Bound): Consider decoding with spatial cooperation. Then, P(U i coll.) is asymptotically upper bounded by: 8 Here, the precise meaning of the wording asymptotically upper bounded is that lim sup n→∞ P(U i coll.) ≤ 1 − e −δ − (1−e −δ/4 )e −2δ (1 − e −Gδ/4 ). To keep the notation simple, we will use this wording repeatedly throughout the paper.
The upper bound in (6) matches the actual spatial cooperation's performance at G = n/(τ m) = 0. (This corresponds to the asymptotic setting when the number of users n grows to infinity slower than τ m.) Namely, note that, at G = 0, the quantity in (6) equals 1 − exp(−δ). On the other hand, we have already shown that with the non-cooperative decoding P(U i coll.) is 1 − exp(−δ) at G = 0. Hence, as P(U i coll.) with spatial cooperation is larger than or equal to that of noncooperative decoding, we conclude that, with spatial cooperation, P(U i coll.) indeed equals 1 − exp(−δ) at G = 0 and matches (6) . However, from (6), we can see that, at arbitrarily small G > 0, (6) is strictly smaller than 1 − exp(−δ), and so is P(U i coll.). This means that the threshold G (δ) = 0. This conclusion is formalized in the following Corollary.
Corollary 5 (Spatial Cooperation: Threshold Load):
The threshold G (δ) = 0. The decoding probability decreases at G = 0 from the value 1 − exp(−δ) with the negative slope, which is in magnitude at least equal to Proof: The proof follows by differentiating (more precisely, by taking the right derivative of) the quantity in (6) with respect to G, at G = 0.
We can see that, with spatial cooperation, although the performance is improved with respect to the non-cooperative case and an iterative decoding is employed, we still have the zero threshold. This occurs due to the localized, geometric structure of G 0 , and the emergence of certain stopping sets (see, e.g., [37] ) with a non-vanishing probability. (See the proof of Lemma 4 in [33] ).
C. Temporal Cooperation
We now consider temporal cooperation with temporal degree distribution Λ. Recall from Section II-B ρ(H)-the asymptotic decoding probability at load H for the single base station system with temporal SIC and the same temporal degree distribution Λ.
Theorem 6 (Temporal Cooperation: Decoding Probability Lower Bound):
Consider temporal cooperation where users transmit according to the temporal degree distribution Λ. Further, assume the asymptotic setting in Section II-C. Then, decoding probability P(U i coll.) is asymptotically lower bounded by (1−e −δ )ρ(H = (1+ )4δG), where > 0 is arbitrarily small. Proof of Theorem 6 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [28] and is in [33] . Note the very interesting structure of the bound and the similarity with the lower bound in (5). The difference is that the standard slotted Aloha term exp(−H) at H = δG is replaced with the slotted Aloha with temporal SIC term ρ(H) at H = (1 + )(4δG).
The next Corollary establishes existence of a non-zero threshold load G (δ), and it provides a lower bound on the threshold. The threshold lower bound is expressed explicitly in terms of the single-base station threshold load H for the same distribution Λ and the users' average spatial degree δ. Proof: Fix > 0. We know that, for the single base station system with temporal SIC, it holds that ρ(H) = 1 if H ≤ H . Hence, from Theorem 6, we have that
Letting → 0, the desired result follows.
Finally, the next Corollary establishes the achievable maximal peak throughput T ; the result is similar in spirit to Corollary 2.
Corollary 8 (Temporal Cooperation: Peak Throughput): Assume that the system has the 1 − coverage. Then, the quantity T ≥ Proof: Assume that δ ≥ ln(1/ ), i.e., the 1 − coverage holds. Using the formula T (G) = GP(U i coll.), and the fact that, at G = H 4δ we have that P (U i coll.) is 1 − e −δ asymptotically, we conclude that, asymptotically, the peak throughput:
. We now maximize the latter function over δ ≥ ln(1/ ). We calculate the derivative of ψ(δ) := (1 − exp(−δ))/δ, which equals ψ (δ) = 
D. Spatio-Temporal Cooperation
We now study spatio-temporal cooperation. By the algorithm's construction, it is clear that the decoding probability with spatio-temporal cooperation is larger than or equal to decoding probability with temporal cooperation. Hence, all the results in Section IV-C continue to hold with spatio-temporal cooperation, as well. Next, we give a heuristic for evaluation of the decoding probability.
A Heuristic for Evaluating Decoding Probability: Exact evaluation of decoding probability (PLR) with spatio-temporal cooperation is a very challenging problem. However, we are able to calculate here the asymptotic degree distributions of graph H 0 in closed form (see (2) and (3)). This allows us to devise a heuristic based on and-or-tree iterations, e.g., [3] . With spatial cooperation, we have observed numerically that and-or-tree iterations may yield over-optimistic estimates of the throughput and PLR. A major reason for this is the emergence of short cycles (and certain local stopping sets) with spatial decoding graph G 0 . However, with spatio-temporal cooperation, the effect of these local stopping sets is reduced, causing that and-or-tree iterations give better performance predictions. See [33] for an intuitive explanation of the latter effect. Given graph H 0 , derivation of the and-or-tree equations is completely analogous to that in Section IV of [3] , where the degree distributions Λ(x), λ(x), and ρ(x) in [3] are now replaced with Γ(x), γ(x), and χ(x), respectively. Therefore, we estimate P(U i coll.) and T (G) as
where p S is the output of the and-or-tree evolution, initialized by p 0 = q 0 = 1, and iterations: q s ),s = 1, . . . , S. We set the maximal number of iterations S = τ m.
Threshold Estimate: We denote by G • (δ, Λ) the and-or-tree estimate of the spatio-temporal threshold load G (δ, Λ) Following, e.g., [37] , G
• (δ, Λ) is obtained as the largest load G for which:
s=1 sΛ s is the users' average temporal degree.) A simple upper bound on G
• (δ, Λ) is obtained from the stability condition, e.g., [3] . The condition says that, at G = G
• (δ, Λ), there must hold that df (G,Λ;q) dq | q=0 ≤ 1. After differentiation and simple algebraic manipulations, the stability condition yields:
Note that the term
is an upper bound on the singlebase station system threshold H obtained from the stability condition [3] .
Optimization of the Temporal Degree Distribution Λ: Given m and r (equivalently, given δ = mr 2 π),
• (δ, Λ) over all probability distributions Λ defined on the s max -dimensional alphabet. This is a challenging optimization problem. However, in practice, s max is typically assumed small, e.g., s max = 8, [3] , and it is feasible to numerically perform optimization. We employ the following algorithm to maximize φ(Λ). For a fixed Λ, we numerically estimate φ(Λ) as follows. We discretize the interval q ∈ (0, 1] with J equidistant points, q j = j/J, j = 1, . . . , J, and we estimate φ(Λ) as:
The function max q∈ (0, 1] (f (G, Λ; q) − q) is non-decreasing in G; hence, we calculate (8) via the bisection method. As, given Λ, we can (approximately) evaluate φ(Λ), we can apply a gradient-free numerical optimization procedure to find an optimal Λ. We use a variation of the iterative, random optimization method in [38] .
V. NUMERICAL STUDIES
We now perform numerical optimization for the users' temporal degree distribution with spatio-temporal cooperation, and we demonstrate by simulation the validity of our optimization method. We also show by simulation that spatio-temporal cooperation yields significant gains in terms of peak throughput and PLR when compared with the remaining three schemes.
Simulation Setup: We set the number of base stations m = 40, and the number of slots τ = 40 (unless stated otherwise). We simulate decoding probability P(U i coll.) versus G = n/(τ m) by varying n. We perform Monte Carlo simulations. For each value of n, we generate MC = 30 instances of the network (30 placements of users and base stations) with all the methods except spatio-temporal cooperation, where we run MC = 300 instances due to lower achieved PLRs. For each placement, we run the decoding algorithms. For each n (each G), we estimate P(U i coll.) as [39] . Namely, [5] indicates a target PLR of 0.01 for control channel, and 0.1 for data channel, while [39] indicates a target PLR of 0.02.
Spatio-Temporal Cooperation:
We now focus on spatiotemporal cooperation and the effect of the users' temporal degree distribution Λ. Due to practical considerations, we set the maximal degree s max = 8 as in [3] . For the values δ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7}, we optimize Λ as explained in Section IV. Table I shows the obtained optimized distributions Λ • for δ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7}, rounded at two decimal places. We can see that, for a very small δ = 0.1, Λ
• is very close to the single-base station optimal distribution in [3] , equal to (0.5, 0.28, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.22) . This is intuitive, as at small δ's, base stations' coverage regions do not overlap with high probability, and hence each base station works as an isolated single base station system. As we increase δ, Λ
• becomes very close to the constant-degree-two distribution in [2] . Moreover, for δ ≥ 2, the entries Λ • s , s ≥ 3, are all zero. Hence, we finetune the optimization by restricting to two-dimensional distributions (Λ 1 , 1 − Λ 1 ) , for δ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7}, and performing a one-dimensional grid search over Λ 1 ∈ [0, 1]. The fine-tuning agrees with the results in Table I for δ < 7; for δ = 7, the finetuning gave the constant-degree-two distribution. Fig. 2 (top) plots normalized throughput T (G) versus normalized load G for δ = 9 (asymptotic minimal PLR ≈ 0.00012) for our (multi-base station optimized distribution) Λ
• and the single-base station optimized distribution in [3] (IRSA). For this value of δ, the optimized distribution equals the constant-degree-two distribution. We can see that Λ
• indeed performs better than [3] in terms of the peak throughput (20 with Λ
• versus 0.24 with [3] ), thus corroborating our optimization method. In Fig. 2 (bottom) , we compare the two methods in terms of PLR (for both methods, δ = 9). For the target PLR of 0.1, Λ
• achieves it at the maximal load G = 0.37, while [3] achieves the target PLR at G = 0.28. Similarly, for the target PLR of 0.02, the maximal load with Λ
• is 0.32, while with [3] it is 0.26. For the target PLR = 0.01, the two methods perform almost the same, [3] being slightly better (maximal load of 0.25 with [3] versus 0.24 with Λ • ). This is a consequence of the non-asymptotic regime. At very small loads, both methods achieve asymptotically (m → ∞) the same PLR-equal the minimal possible value exp(−δ) ≈ 0.00012. Hence, asymptotically, as G increases from zero, both methods start with PLR ≈ 0.00012, maintain this value until the threshold load, and then start to increase PLR. (Note that our method has the larger asymptotic threshold load.) However, at a finite m, the methods do not achieve asymptotic PLR. Also, at small loads G ∈ [0.05, 0.25], [3] achieves a better PLR. This means that [3] approaches asymptotic performance faster (in m) than our optimized method. This non-asymptotic effect reduces as m becomes larger-the scenario highly relevant with M2M communications. For a given m and a small target PLR, we can increase radius r, i.e., increase δ (with some additional resources spent) with our optimized distribution so that Λ • achieves the target PLR at a larger maximal load than [3] while still having a better throughput performance. Concretely, Fig. 2 (bottom) additionally shows PLR for Λ
• and δ = 11. We can see that, for the increased r, Λ
• achieves the target PLR of 0.01 at the maximal load 0.27, while the corresponding maximal load with [3] is 0.25. Note from Fig. 2 (top) , that, at the same time, the peak throughput of our method with δ = 11 is larger than the peak throughput of [3] with δ = 9. Also, at load G = 0.27 (operating point of Λ
• for the 0.01 target PLR), the throughput with Λ
• is 0.27, while with [3] it is smaller and equals 0.22.
Comparison of the Four Decoding Algorithms: Fig. 3 (top) plots normalized throughput T (G) versus normalized load G for non-cooperative decoding, spatial cooperation, temporal cooperation, and spatio-temporal cooperation, for δ = 9. We can see that spatio-temporal cooperation achieves much higher peak normalized throughput (≈ 0.34) than the remaining three schemes (spatial ≈ 0.24, temporal ≈ 0.11, and non-cooperative ≈ 0.11). Fig. 3 (bottom) compares the methods under the same parameters in terms of PLR. We can see that spatio-temporal cooperation performs significantly better than the remaining three schemes for each of the target PLRs. For example, for the target PLR = 0.02, spatio-temporal cooperation achieves it at the maximal load G = 0.32, temporal at G = 0.08, spatial at G = 0.06, while with the non-cooperative decoding the maximal load is below G = 0.05.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this Section, we include a discussion about the assumptions that we make in the paper. We first explain how slotsynchronization and spatial SIC can be achieved in practice. Then, we discuss several aspects of the physical layer that are abstracted from our model. We also point to interesting future research directions.
Slot-Synchronization: We have assumed that users and base stations are synchronized with respect to common slots. This can be, for example, achieved as follows. We can assume that all base stations periodically receive global positioning system-GPS markers of absolute time, and hence, they are all well-synchronized to absolute time. Prior to initiating a random access protocol, base stations agree on the frame length τ , time duration of each slot, and the instance of the absolute time when to initiate each frame. (This can be achieved, e.g., through the backhaul communication.) At the time instance of a frame start, all base stations broadcast to users the beacons that initiate the frames and contain the slot duration and frame length τ .
Propagation delays and the corresponding time offsetsassuming the above clock-synchronization of base stationswill have a rather small effect in typical applications. For example, for a low-bit-rate M2M service in small-cell networks, if the worst-case difference in user-to-BS distances (among any pair of neighboring users of a base station) is 300 meters, the delay difference is on the order of 1 microsecond. This is typically less than the symbol period for a 100 kilobits-persecond service rate (where the bit period is 10 microseconds, while the symbol period might be longer if higher modulation constellations are used). (See also [40] for a similar discussion).
The slot-synchronization assumption is also reasonable due to other evolving concepts that require tight neighboring basestation synchronization. For example, in LTE-A, neighboring base stations will require tight synchronization established via X2 interface. This is due to the requirements set by Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) functionality, where two or more neighboring base-stations collaborate in signal design to improve the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) of cell edge users [41] . For example, the differential delay among the packets addressed to different base stations is expected to be of order 1-5 microseconds [42] .
It is certainly relevant to also consider scenarios without slot synchronization. References [14] - [16] develop asynchronous Aloha protocols with SIC. An interesting research direction is to develop such protocols for multi-base station systems as well.
Interference Cancellation: We have assumed perfect spatial and temporal interference cancellation. We first discuss spatial interference cancellation. We explain how spatial SIC can be achieved on an example where, at slot t, U 1 is adjacent to B 1 and B 2 , B 2 observes a singleton (and hence collects U 1 and passes the U 1 's packet to B 1 ), while B 1 observes a collision. For B 1 to subtract the U 1 's interference contribution, it needs estimates of the amplitude, phase offset, and frequency offset at slot t [2] . With temporal SIC on satellite fixed channels [2] , phase offset is estimated via preamble, directly at the collided slot, while amplitude and frequency offsets are copied from the clean burst [2] . Here, the situation with phase and frequency can be considered analogous, but the amplitude needs to be estimated in a different way. This is because the amplitudes of the U 1 's signals at B 1 and B 2 are certainly different due to different distances from U 1 to B 1 and B 2 , respectively (and perfect power control is not present). We take advantage of the fact that, in practice, the amplitude information can be available as a side information. For example, in LTE, users can measure the received signal power (averaged across the frequency bandwidth in use) of surrounding base stations using RSRP (Received Signal Reference Power) measurements of resource elements that carry cell-specific reference signals [43] . Hence, it is reasonable to assume that each user U i has available channel gains γ il to all its adjacent base stations B l . Then, spatial SIC can be implemented as follows. Each U i 's transmission packet contains the channel gains γ il 's of its neighboring stations. In our example, after B 2 collects U 1 , it reads off the channel gain γ 12 and passes this information to B 2 , which is then able to subtract the U 1 's interference contribution.
In situations when RSRP may not be available, amplitude, phase and frequency offsets can be in principle estimated via the preamble. (Note that now the preamble serves to estimate the latter three parameters, not only the phase offset as in [2] ). Assume that each B l knows the preambles of all of its adjacent users. The received preamble at B l is then:
Here, ı is the imaginary unit, O l is the set of users U j adjacent to B l (both active and inactive); γ jl , φ jl , and ω jl are the amplitude, phase offset, and frequency offset, and T is the time instance of the current slot. (For notational simplicity, we dropped the dependence on slot t). Further, ζ j is the Bernoulli random variable which indicates whether U j is active at the slot; X pre j is the vector of preamble symbols of U j ; and ν l is additive noise. Denote by η j := ζ j γ jl e ı(φ jl +ω jl T ) , and by X (l) the matrix whose columns are the vectors X pre j , j ∈ O l . Then, the preamble equation is rewritten as:
is the vector that collects the η j 's, j ∈ O l . Station B l can now obtain η (l) via a standard linear estimation procedure. In our example, once B 1 estimates η (1) (and hence, it has available η 1 that corresponds to U 1 ) and obtains the U 1 's information packet X 1 from B 1 , it can eliminate the interference contribution from U 1 by subtracting η 1 X 1 from its signal. Vector η (l) is usually sparse (due to sparse users' activation at each slot), so it can be estimated via compressed-sensing type methods.
We now consider temporal interference cancellation. For satellite fixed channels, [2] , [3] demonstrate a good performance of temporal SIC based on copying the amplitude and frequency offset from the clean burst and determining the phase offset directly at the colliding burst. This technique is based on the assumption that the amplitude and frequency (approximately) do not change over different slots within a frame. This assumption may not be adequate for terrestrial channels. In such scenarios, we can estimate the channel amplitude, phase offset, and frequency offset via the linear estimation method explained above.
Finally, it is an interesting future research direction to incorporate the residual interference into the system model, as, e.g., done in a different context in [44] . To our best knowledge, such analysis has not been done yet even with SIC-Aloha single-base station systems.
Base Stations' Knowledge of Users Neighborhoods: With spatial and spatio-temporal decodings, we have assumed that, at the beginning of decoding, each base station knows for each of its adjacent users U i its ID, as well as which other base stations cover U i . This information can be acquired beforehand, e.g., through an association procedure. We also explain possible alternatives. First, note that, the only reason for requiring the above knowledge is that, when a station B l collects a user U i , it needs to send the U i 's packet to other base stations adjacent to U i . This can be achieved as follows. Recall that it is reasonable to assume that users posses RSRP signals [43] , and hence they know the list of their adjacent base stations (the once whose RSRP exceeds a threshold.) Now, we let each user's transmission packet contain the list of all its adjacent base stations. Then, whenever a station B l collects a user U i , B l reads off the list of the U i 's adjacent base stations, and hence the decoding algorithms can proceed as before. Another alternative is that, assuming users' placements are fixed within several frames, base stations in the initial frames work in a non-cooperative mode, employing non-cooperative or temporal decoding. Recall that these schemes do not require the users' IDs. Hence, through the initial frames, base stations can learn the IDs of (most of) their users, and subsequently switch to a cooperative mode (spatial or spatio-temporal).
Physical Layer Model: In this paper, we have assumed a MAC layer model which abstracts several aspects of the physical layer. This is a common approach in random access and specially slotted Aloha with SIC, e.g., [2] , [3] , [11] , [17] , [18] , [24] . It is worth noting that this paper (with our prior papers [27] - [29] ) and [26] (where the latter does not provide analytical studies) are pioneering works on slotted Aloha with SIC for multi-base station systems. As such, our paper naturally focuses on the MAC model. Analytical and detailed numerical studies of the physical layer are interesting future research directions. Here, we provide a simulation example under a physical layer model that accounts for several effects including path loss, fading/shadowing, and power unbalance. We demonstrate that the fundamental results and conclusions that we establish under the simpler model in Section II are well-confirmed under this more detailed model also. Namely, we show: 1) linear increase in throughput with m; 2) our optimized temporal degree distribution with spatio-temporal cooperation performs better than IRSA in [3] ; and 3) threshold behavior continues to exist, i.e., PLR stays at a small value in a range of loads (0, G ].
We describe the model and extend spatio-temporal decoding to the novel setup. (Extension of the remaining three decodings is analogous.) The time slots and frame models, as well as the transmission protocol, remain the same as in Section II, but the models of the received signal as well as of the base stations' decoding power are changed. A station B l receives at slot t a superposition of the signals from all active users at t. The power of the contribution of U j is: P jl (t) =
. Here, P j is the U j 's transmit power; α is the path loss exponent; and r jl is the distance between U j and B l . Further, g jl (t) is the fading/shadowing attenuation, modeled the same as in [45] , i.e., g jl (t) is a product of two independent random variables: an exponential variable with mean 1 (Rayleigh fading), and a lognormal variable whose natural logarithm is a standard normal variable (log-normal shadowing). The g jl (t)'s are assumed independent, identically distributed across all triples j, l, t. Users adopt power control with respect to their strongest base station; that is, P j = (r min j ) α , where r min j is the distance to the station closest to U j . 9 Note that we still have power unbalance due to the fact that the U j 's distance from different stations B l is different, as well as due to fading.
For the purpose of defining the decoding algorithm, we introduce the base stations' coverage radius r. Fix an arbitrary pair B l , U j . Radius r is defined as the largest distance r between B l and U j at which the expected signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (conditioned on r jl = r ) exceeds threshold θ > 0:
where N is the noise power, and the expectation is over the users' and base stations' placements and fading. In words, r is the maximal distance at which, if U j is the only active user, B l can still decode it (on average). The parameter r depends on N , α, θ, and m, and can be estimated through Monte Carlo simulations. We remark that this model still has certain simplifications. For example, in a realistic scenario, threshold θ is dependent on the speed of a mobile user. The adopted model is more suitable for either stationary or low-mobility users. The decoding bipartite graph H 0 is defined as before: there is a link between check node (B l , t) and user U j (variable node) if and only if U j is active at t and the distance between U j and B l is less than r. 10 The decoding algorithm is as follows. At each decoding iteration s, each check node (B l , t) collects a user if its current SINR exceeds the threshold:
Here, O l (t, s) is the set of users which are active at slot t, and whose interference contribution is not removed from the signal at check node (B l , t) up to iteration s; and i indexes the user in set j ∈ O l (t, s) with highest power P jl (t) (strongest undecoded user at check node (B l , t) and iteration s). If (10) is satisfied, the contribution from U i is subtracted from all check 9 The distance to the closest station can be estimated, e.g., via RSRP signals [43] ; see the above paragraph with Heading Spatial interference cancellation. 10 Clearly, this does not mean that the U j 's signal does not affect the signal of (B l , t) if their distance is beyond r. It only means that, if a check node (B l , t) (station B l ) collects a user U j , then the U j 's contribution is subtracted from the check nodes which are adjacent to U j in H (and is not subtracted from the remaining check nodes). Simulation setup is as follows. There are m = 40 base stations, τ = 20 slots per frame, path loss exponent α = 2, and SINR threshold θ = 1. This threshold value corresponds approximately to the threshold decoding level for a robust (say binary phase shift keying-BPSK) modulation and a moderate (say half-rate) forward error correction-FEC option of the LTE physical layer (single-antenna) specifications. Noise power is N = 0.09; the corresponding estimated radius r = 0.39 (δ = mr 2 π ≈ 19.1). Fig. 4 (top) plots the normalized throughput versus normalized load G for our optimized degree distribution Λ
• (equal the constant-degree-two distribution) and [3] . We can see that Λ
• achieves a higher peak throughput (0.35 with Λ
• versus 0.28 with [3] ). Fig. 4 (bottom) plots PLR versus G for the two methods. We can see that Λ
• achieves a higher maximal load than [3] for each target PLR. Specifically, the maximal loads for Λ
• and [3] are, respectively: 0.11 and 0.09 (PLR = 0.01); 0.16 and 0.12 (PLR = 0.02); and 0.34 and 0.26 (PLR = 0.1). We can see that the gain of our method with respect to [3] is larger for larger target PLRs. Fig. 5 (top) plots the aggregate peak throughput (expected number of decoded users per slot, across all stations) versus G for N = 0.09. We can see that it approximately increases linearly with m, confirming our theory. Finally, we examine the effect of increasing base stations' cooperation (increasing radius r) while keeping the same noise power N = 0.09; see 5 (bottom) . We consider r = 0.39 (obtained from (9)), r = 0.59, and r = 0.78. We can see that, by increasing cooperation, the performance naturally improves, but also the threshold effect becomes more pronounced.
VII. CONCLUSION
Recent works, e.g., [2] , [3] , significantly improved the throughput of standard slotted Aloha protocol by incorporating the successive interference cancellation (SIC) mechanism into decoding process. In this paper, we extended [2] , [3] to the case of multiple, cooperative base stations. We considered a geometric-proximity communication model and proposed decoding algorithms that utilize either spatial or temporal cooperation, or both. Spatial cooperation allows for interference cancellation across base stations, at a given slot, while temporal cooperation allows for SIC across different slots. Specifically, we considered four decoding algorithms: non-cooperative, spatial cooperation, temporal cooperation, and spatio-temporal cooperation, and established several fundamental results on their performance. We showed that all algorithms have a linear increase of throughput (expected number of decoded users per slot, across all base stations) in the number of base stations, and we characterized the threshold load-the load below which the decoding probability equals the coverage probability of a fixed user. We found that temporal and spatio temporal cooperation exhibit a strictly positive threshold load, while non-cooperative decoding and spatial cooperation have zero threshold. Finally, with spatio-temporal cooperation, we optimized the users' temporal degree distribution. We showed that, when the system parameters are in a range of practical interest, the optimum is very different from the optimal transmission protocol when only one base station is present, and is close or equal to the constant-degree-two distribution.
